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Spotlight on journaling
We asked Janine Boyd to show us the ins and outs of journaling...
s a scrapbooker, I want
to document not just
photos but the stories or
thoughts that go with them.
I want my kids to know more
than just the names of the
people in the pictures or where
the picture was taken. For me,
journaling is an integral part of
my scrapbooking process. I
wonder if it’s yours or do you,
like so many others, freeze at the
thought of sharing words on your
pages? Let me share some ideas
with you that may allow you to
tell more stories on your layouts.
When planning a layout I try
to include a journaling space on

A

my sketch. This ensures I don’t
skip it in the giddiness of
pushing pretty paper and
embellishments around my
desk! Sometimes I plan a lot of
space for a larger story, other
times just a line or two to give
a few details.
Today, many companies
produce cards, stickers and
papers that make adding
journaling easier. I love October
Afternoon label stickers as they
make it so easy and fun to add a
few lines of writing to a layout. I
also love ledger-style paper –
simply including a small piece of
this in my design provides me

with a space to jot down the
story or my thoughts.
“But I hate my handwriting!”
I hear some of you cry. My first
response to that is that it doesn’t
matter. I have a letter written to
my grandfather by his mother in
1892 and I cherish it because it
is her handwriting. It’s the only
tangible link I have to her. So put
your writing on your layouts as a
record that you were there too!
If you really can’t bear to write
by hand, you could print or type
some journaling. I love the look
of the printed journaling on my
‘Side by side’ layout on page 27.
Simple word-processing or

Janine Boyd

editing software makes it easy to
add a few lines to your pages.
Just plan carefully and do a test
print before committing to your
layout. There are so many other
journaling techniques you could
also try, from lists to hidden
journaling. However you choose
to tell the story doesn’t matter –
it only matters that you tell it.

Top tip
Mount your photos onto cardstock
to create a Polaroid effect

Five go to the beach
Materials Bazzill Basics cardstock • Little Yellow
Bicycle Boardwalk patterned paper • October Afternoon
alpha stickers, Boarding Pass flair button & word stickers
• American Crafts Thickers Amy Tangerine dimensional
sticker • free Persnickety Prints journaling card download

Top tip
Look to your photos for colour ideas. I used the
bright colours of the sky and flip-flops to help me
choose papers and embellishments to co-ordinate
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1+2
Materials Bazzill Basics cardstock • Fancy Pants
Designs patterned paper • My Mind’s Eye patterned
paper & word stickers • Autumn Leaves patterned paper
• American Crafts Dear Lizzy patterned paper •
flair button (etsy.com/shop/judenesbitt) • pearls •
October Afternoon 9-5 ephemera & camera sticker

Top tip
Don’t be afraid to mix your papers. On
this page the soft tone of all the papers
ties the patterns together nicely

Top tip
Use packs of ephemera to add a touch
of whimsy to your layouts – these are
widely available and last for ages!

Side by side
Materials Bazzill Basics
cardstock • My Little Shoebox
patterned paper • BasicGrey
patterned paper • October
Afternoon patterned paper,
brads, chipboard ampersand &
word sticker • American Crafts
Thickers • flair button
(shopevalicious.com) •
My Mind’s Eye word sticker

Top tip
Chipboard embellishments are very versatile. Paint, ink,
stamp or cover them to co-ordinate with your layout
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ICU
Materials Bazzill Basics
cardstock • October Afternoon
patterned paper, brads & tag
• My Mind’s Eye patterned paper
• Scenic Route patterned paper
• graph paper • Crate Paper
border sticker • American Crafts
Amy Tangerine date stamp
• black inkpad • white mist

Create a hidden journaling panel

Plan your layout with a
rough sketch.
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Cut the paper for your journaling and
photo flaps. The journaling paper should
be slightly taller than you need so you can
create a fold for the photo flap to attach to.
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In your word-processing software,
create a text box to fit your journaling
paper. Do a test print on plain paper.
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Top tip
Stitching on layouts is
incredibly popular at the
minute and so easy to do.
A simple border can add a
lovely touch to your page

Top tip
It’s important to document the
bad as well as the good – hidden
journaling allowed me to record
details of my dad’s time in ICU
without it being on display

Align your journaling paper over the test
print to ensure accurate printing and run
the journaling paper through the printer.
Washi tape or non-permanent adhesive will
keep it in place while you do this.
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Create a fold at the top of the
journaling paper and adhere the
photo flap to it.
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The journaling panel is now ready to be
added to your page
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